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Abstract. One of the most basic methods of reducing maintenance costs in civil aviation is discussed in this paper. This method,
which is used by transport carriers, is a reliability programme. The parameters applied in this programme are described in case as
they express the numerical evaluation of failure of aircraft components. Nevertheless, such evaluation permits to assess only the
selected components. Other statistical methods must be used to assess the reliability of an entire technical system. For this purpose, a
correlation and regression analyses are applied to analyse an entire aircraft system, and some results of this investigation are
presented here.
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Introduction

1. Assessment
efficiency

Aviation safety, the evaluation of airworthiness and
other flight quality requirements depend on the
operability of many interconnected units and components
of an aircraft system. The significance of those units in
the system is not equal, so there is no single criterion for
their assessment or repair or replacement time during
their exploitation and maintenance operations. Some
practical testing and measuring investigations are
performed before stating their endurance or replacement
periods. An analysis of statistical means possible to use
for the numerical assessment and quality control of
components connected in the aircraft system is presented
here.
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criteria

of

component

Production in machine engineering is tightly
connected with ubiquitous measurement and testing
processes beginning from technological operations to the
evaluation of the complex technical parameters during the
issue of the final product. It is not the final measurement
operations because quality control and testing took place
during all product service period. These processes are of
the utmost importance in aviation since they are
connected with passenger (and aircraft) safety. For safety
and reliability of the aircraft some endurance periods are
warranted. This serves as a measure of working hours to
determine the safe operation of a unit, component, or
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entire machine. This parameter is also assessed by
reliability parameters in aviation. A reliability programme
can have various levels of complexity depending on the
complexity of the equipment being used. The goals of a
company are also among the factors that must be
considered.
During the exploitation of an aircraft, four
component reliability assessment parameters are mostly
used [6]. They are TMTBR (MTBR – Mean Time Between
Removals), TMTBUR (MTBUR – Mean Time Between
Unscheduled Removals), TMTBF (MTBF – Mean Time
Between Failure), kURR (URR – Unscheduled Removal
Rate). These expressions are used for their calculation:

H×N
H×N
;
; TMTBUR
ng
nu
n × 1000
H×N
; kURR = u
;
=
nf
H×N

TMTBR =
TMTBF

kURR =

(1)

1000
.
TMTBUR

All dimensions are in h.
Where H – aircraft flying hours during some period;
N – number of the same components in the aircraft;
ng – general number of component changes;
nu – number of unscheduled component changes;
nf – number of component failures.
The parameter TMTBR includes the assessment of all types
of removals such as unscheduled removals and
modifications. Using this parameter can assess all costs of
removing the component from the aircraft. The parameter
TMTBUR relates only to unscheduled removals that were
determined during the search for failures. Nevertheless,
an unscheduled removal does not mean that there was a
failure of this component. This can be proved only at the
component repair station using special test benches. If
such a need exists, the component can be disassembled.
For the TMTBF control, a carrier must have information
about the repairs of the component, i.e. whether the
component was properly removed and whether the failure
was proved at the repair organization. kURR is expressed
as a value for 1000 hours of work, and the kURR parameter
is inversely proportional to TMTBUR.
These parameters further are compared with the
determined level of reliability (UCL – upper control limit,
LCL – lower control limit). This level is determined on
the basis of data from a previous period (Fig 1). If the
parameter under control (usually kURR) exceeds the limit
calculated according to equation (2), relevant correctional
actions must be undertaken to enhance the reliability of
the component. Lower and upper control limits can be
found by:

CL = x ± kS .
Where x – statistical mean value;
S – standard deviation;
k – coefficient depending on probability, usually
equal to 2, 2.5, or 3.
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In general, for an analysis of component failure, the
Poisson distribution law is applied, and the normal
distribution law is used in cases when failure is directly
dependant on the function of time, for example the
wheels of undercarriage or brakes.

x = λ, S = λ in case of Poisson distribution.
The control limits are determined as

CL = λ ± k λ
Here

(2)

λ = n × p – distribution parameter;
p – probability of event.

A diagram for the assessment of kURR is shown in
figure 1 (at k=2), where it can be determined in which
period kURR exceeds an upper limit. The data are taken
from the exploitation register of one aircraft type. When
the parameter exceeds an upper limit once, it is no reason
to consider it an alarming factor. Only if the parameter
exceeds an upper limit two or three times can it be treated
as a systematic occurrence. Correctional actions are then
needed which, if appropriately undertaken, should return
the parameter to the lower zone of the limit. The lower
control limit is used for observing a progress of the
parameter.
On the basis of the analysis presented here, it is
possible to change the programme of maintenance, i.e.
the intervals of periodic maintenance, the method of
maintenance, the place, etc. might be changed. This
failure analysis is quantitative and could be applied to one
type of component. Equations (1-2) express the
“traditional” reliability programme. With the purpose of
looking through the entirety of the system, other
statistical methods such as regression and correlation
analyses must be applied.

2. Analysis of
components

mutual

interaction

of

2.1 Assessment of two parameters of the
aircraft system
Its working hours or relative numerical parameters
can assess the efficiency of every component. It is
important to apply statistical methods that help to
determine the quantitative characteristic of objects. They
are also very effective in creating new methods for
investigating production control efficiency [1, 10, 4].
Statistical methods of assessment can be applied during
the entire cycle of product survival, beginning from
market analysis and presentation to customer to final
disposal [10].
For the investigation of the mutual relationship
between components, the regression and correlation
method will be applied. The task of this investigation is
to assess a mutual relationship of two or more
components and to find out, how strong it is.
For such assessment, the aircraft electrical
equipment system which consists of five components,
was chosen:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

AC Generator.
AC Generator Control Unit.
AC Power Inverter.
Transformer Rectifier Unit.
Battery.

greater influence on the operability of the entire machine
or system.

2.2 Correlation analysis of three objects

As initial information about the failure data of these
components, twelve quarters were used (Fig 2).
It is evident from these data that the most important
problem in this system is the AC Generator. Its
unscheduled removal number makes up about 38% of all
removals; nevertheless, it is not a dominant component.
According to such initial information, it would be
difficult to judge where the problem of the reliability of
all equipment exists. Pareto analysis cannot be applied in
such a case either [9].
The regression formula is written in general form
[14]:

y i = β1ci1 + β 2 ci 2 + ... + β p cip + ε i ,

(3)

I = 1, …, n.
Where cij – known permanent values, ci1 = 0 for all I;
βj – unknown parameters;
εI – independent random values with probability
distribution NN (0, σ2).
There are many references [1, 14, 17, 8] in which
regression and correlation expressions of two parameters
could be found. Their numerical values are calculated by
means of some mathematical packages, so using the
formulas of regression and correlation parameters
together with data shown in figure 2, the data from
correlation and regression analysis can be calculated. The
least squares method is used for calculation of regression.
The correctness of the calculation of correlation
coefficient r is checked using the t criterion [2]:

t=

r⋅ n−2
1− r

2

,

(4)

Where r – correlation coefficient; n – number of
correlating pairs.
The analysis performed (Attachment) shows a
mutual correlation between three components, i.e. their
coefficient of correlation is adequate; the value of their t
criterion obtained by calculating according to equation
(4) is bigger than the determined distribution probability
at (n-2) number of correlating parameters [1]. Using the
Student’s t distribution table, it was determined that the
value t is 1.8125 at significance level α=0.05 and the
degree of freedom (n–2=10). Mutual interaction of
components is shown in figure 3, and diagrams of
regression figure 4, the highest mutual relationship is
between the AC Power Inverter and the Transformer
Rectifier Unit (a). The mutual relationship between the
Battery and the AC Power Inverter is almost at the same
level (b and c).
It must also be determined, whether these
components have any functional interaction, and in this
case the requirement is met. At the same time, a
malfunction of one component will interact into the
malfunction of the other and together they will exert a
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When the number of objects is more than two, a
multimember regression equation must be solved. The
simplest case is when this number is equal to three, and
the objects are linked by linear dependence [17]. Then the
equation (3) will be expressed as:

z = ax + by + c ;

(5)

Where a and b – regression coefficients; c – coefficient.
To solve the equation (5) by the least squares
method, it is convenient to write it as:

z − z = a ( x − x ) + b( y − y ) ,
(6)
ryz − rxz rxy S z
rxz − ryz rxy S z
×
b
=
× .
where a =
;
Sx
Sy
1 − rxy2
1 − rxy2
Where rxz, ryz, rxy – correlation coefficients between the
variables x and z; y and z; x and y;
Sx, Sy, Sz – standard deviations.
rxz, ryz, rxy are found using usual statistical formulas for
two-parameter correlation determination.
If there are three data pairs (x, y and z), the correlation
coefficient is determined by this formula [17]:

R( x , y , z ) =

rxz2 − 2rxy rxz ryz + ryz2
1 − rxy2

(7)

The partial sample values of correlation coefficients or
relation between z and x (at invariable y) and between z
and y (at invariable x) are determined by these equations
[17]:

rxz ( y ) =
ryz ( x ) =

rxz − rxy ryz
(1 − rxy2 )(1 − ryz2 )
ryz − rxy rxz
(1 − rxy2 )(1 − rxz2 )

;

(8)

These coefficients have the same features as usual
correlation coefficients, i.e. they are used to evaluate the
relationship between the data pairs. For such an
evaluation the same formulas used to evaluate the two
data pairs obtained from the regression and correlation
calculations.
At first, the table of components having a mutual
relationship is compiled, including estimates of x and S
(Tab). The AC Power Inverter has designation (x), the
Transformer Rectifier Unit (y), and the Battery (z).
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Fig 1. Control diagram of kURR
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Fig 2. Diagram of failures of electrical system of an aircraft
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Fig 3. Mutual relationship of components of electric system
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The mutual relationship of the components is
shown in figure 3, and the graphs of the regression
analysis are shown in figure 4.
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Fig 4. Mutual regression dependencies between: (a) - the AC
Power Inverter (X) and the Transformer Rectifier Unit; (b) - the
AC Power Inverter (X) and the Battery (Y); and (c) - the
Transformer Rectifier Unit (X) and Battery
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Correlation coefficients are rxz = 0.6291, rxy = 0.7113, and
ryz = 0.6283. Then a and b will be
10
vy

a = 0.4783 and b = 0.6629.

f ( x)

After solving the equation (6), we will receive this
expression of equation (5):

5

0

5

z = 0.4783x + 0.6629y + 0.6827.
Graphical presentation of this equation is presented in
figure 5.
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Table. Data of mutually dependant components
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AC Power Inverter (x)

3
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2

1
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5

3

5

2

3

1 3.6667

2.5346

Transformer Rectifier Unit (y)

5

7

3

5

6

9

5
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5

3

5

3 5.25

1.8153

Battery (z)

9

7

4
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5
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6

3

4

3

5

2 5.9167

3.2879

Component

10 11 12

Mean
value

Fig 5. Regression plane of AC Power Inverter (X), Transformer Rectifier Unit (Y), and Battery (Z)
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According to formulae (7) and (8) the correlation
coefficients can be determined:

1.

R = 0.6797, rxz(y) = 0.3332, ryz(x) = 0.3309.
As can be seen from the correlation analysis, a middle
strength relationship exists between the AC Power
Inverter, the Transformer Rectifier Unit, and the Battery.
Partial correlation sample coefficients show a weak
relationship between the Battery and AC Power Inverter
(at the invariable coefficient of the Transformer Rectifier
Unit) and between the Battery and the Transformer
Rectifier Unit (at the invariable coefficient of the AC
Power Inverter). This means that after a full analysis of
the mutual relationships of the components under
consideration, some correctional actions can be
undertaken. Before taking any actions on the aircraft
components, the user must first contact the aircraft
producer, since they know the most about the product.
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Transformer Rectifier
Unit

AC Power
Inverter

AC Generator
Control Unit

AC Generator

Battery

Transformer
Rectifier Unit

AC Power
Inverter

AC Generator
Control Unit

AC Generator

Attachment. Results from regression and correlation analyses of components of electrical system

Regression equation

y = 2.691+0.221x

y = 5.114 – 0.117x

y = 4.122+0.0915x

y = 5.616+0.0244x

Correlation coefficient r
t criterion of the
component
Mutual interaction
(yes/no) with probability
of 95% and degree of
freedom n-2=10
Regression equation
Correlation coefficient r
t criterion of the
component
Mutual interaction
(yes/no) with probability
of 95% and degree of
freedom n-2=10
Regression equation
Correlation coefficient r
t criterion of the
component
Mutual interaction
(yes/no) with probability
of 95% and degree of
freedom n-2=10

0.2901

-0.2065

0.2246

0.03307

0.9587

-0.6673

0.729

0.1046

N/A

NO

N/A

N/A

NO

NO

NO

y = 3.553 + 0.0210x
0.02816

y = 4.364 + 0.163x
0.3059

y = 5.643+0.0506x
0.05223

0.08908

1.01611

0.1654

NO

N/A

N/A

N/A

NO

NO

y = 3.382 + 0.509x
0.7113

y = 2.925 + 0.816x
0.6291

3.1999

2.5590
YES

YES

Regression equation

y = -0.0575+
1.138x

Correlation coefficient r

0.6283

t criterion of the
component
Mutual interaction
(yes/no) with probability
of 95% and degree of
freedom n-2=10

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

2.5537

YES

Battery

Regression equation
Correlation coefficient r
t criterion of the
component
Mutual interaction
(yes/no) with probability
of 95% and degree of
freedom n-2=10

N/A

N/A
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N/A

N/A

N/A

